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HF 6m vertical Cushcraft R6000 R6000 HF antennas of Cushcraft is R6000 a 6 to 20 meters no earth
radial antenna. I was fortunate enough to borrow a newer working R5 to compare parts and found
traps on the older R5 were all OK with the newer R5 matching box. Cushcraft R7 manual Johnnie
Suture his Bilbos cushcraft R7 vertical manual toasted dyslogistically. TV1 10 meters 2 MHz 12
meters 24 MHz TV2 15 meters 21.2 MHz TV3 17 meters 1.11 MHz TV4 20 meters 14.47 MHz TV5
30 meters 10.25 MHz.The two toroid cores came from and at the time of writing they are still in
stock if you need them in the UK.HF 6M vertical Cushcraft R6000 R6000 HF Antennas by Cushcraft
The R6000 is a 6 through 20 meter no ground radial antenna.I was lucky enough to borrow a newer
working R5 to compare parts and found the traps on the older R5 were all ok using the newer R5
matching box.Cushcraft r7 manual Johnnie suture his bilbos cushcraft r7 vertical manual shooks
dyslogistically.TV1 10 meter 2 MHz 12 meter 24 MHz TV2 15 meter 21.2 MHz TV3 17 meter 1.11
MHz TV4 20 meter 14.47 MHz TV5 30 meter 10.25 MHz. Would you like to try it too Please try again
later. The resource is currently listed in dxzone.com in 2 categories. The main category is Manuals
of amateur radio transceivers and equipment that is about Ham radio manuals for amateur radio.
Radio manuals and schematic diagrams.Webmaster, add a Remote rating HAManuals Ham manuals



on PDF Format. Take a tour of manuals online. Kenwood User Manuals Instruction manuals for all
Kenwood current radios. BoatAnchor Manual Archive BAMA The manuals in this archive are
available to all who enjoy working on. W7FG Vintage Manuals Over 5000 operator and service
manuals for almost all radios.Share this link with your friends, publish within popular social
networks or send it via email.Service provided by Google FeedBurner. Below are a few pictures of a
rebuilt and slightly modified R5 matching unit.http://www.ksaa.org.np/userfiles/bp-1344-manual.xml

cushcraft r5 user manual, cushcraft r5 user manual pdf, cushcraft r5 user manual
download, cushcraft r5 user manual 2017, cushcraft r5 user manual 2016.

The transformers and choke of the matching unit were assembled using the method defined by John
Tait EI7BA. His page describing the method is here. Other links on related articles are at the
bottom. My thanks to him and others on the R7 as well as the R5 pages. If you cannot see Johns
article, a PDF version is here note this is Johns Copyright. History It started when I found an old R5
at the club shack that was nonfunctional. The main aluminium parts looked fine, but the matching
unit was faulty see first picture below. A bit of looking online found a number of resources
explaining how to fix the matching unit and the traps. After finishing the job late in December 2006,
the unit works fine again as it is and is back in use after a few years of gathering dust. Parts Toroid
Cores In essence, I used the method described by John and this worked fine. The two toroid cores
came from and at the time of writing, they are still in stock if you need them in the UK. Cost is about
four UK pounds pounds for the T2002 and just over eight UK pounds for the FT24061. Wire The wire
for the balun is 1.0mm from a new one metre piece of twinandearth old style red and black. This
wire works fine. Enclosure The box is from maplin, product number YM91Y and is one of their IP
enclosure range. The box is 150 x 110 x 70mm in size product codes YM91Y grey, YM93B grey with
clear lid. Cost is around six UK pounds. It is physically the same size as the Cushcraft variant, but
the PCB has to be slightly nibbled at the corners to get it to fit inside the newer box. Id say the
original Cushcraft enclosure isnt that good as they used steel screws into brass fixings. The screws
rust over and then shear off. In my view, the Maplin IP enclosure is a better solution to outdoor use
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IP56 rated. RF Choke If you look closely, I have put in a new RF choke as the original one broke they
seem to be very fragile. The new choke is from Radio Spares UK, part number, 2131932, 470uH,
0.http://sputnik.kr.ua/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/connectors/userfiles/bp2000tl-manual.xml

3A costs just under one UK pound. Testing and Other Observations. An antenna analyser makes life
much easier. I used an MFJ259B from Bob G4BAH thank you and this saved a lot of time during the
repair. If you plan to do more of this kind of work, consider investing in one. When rebuilding, make
sure that the radial strap has a good contact with the underside of the PCB. I found that unless the
bolt securing the PCB to the box was very secure, the contact caused an intermittent. This meant
that the matching unit had no radials and then simply didnt match at all. Testing against the
complete aerial is a nuisance for repeated measurements of the matching unit. These can be easily
used indoors without issues especially if the other half has anything to say!. Itll only work on one
band, but thats enough to verify the repair. Use two or more radials as this simulates the real world
and gives a better match. I was lucky enough to borrow a newer working R5 to compare parts and
found the traps on the older R5 were all ok using the newer R5 matching box. I also used this
method to prove the rebuilt matching box in the new R5 to make sure that I had not caused other
problems. Again, the rebuilt matching unit worked fine in the newer R5. Matching Unit with new
transformers Another view Matching Unit showing UHF connector Closer view of matching unit with
new transformers Another view Rear of matching unit with radial connection Matching Unit with
cover in place View of the complete R5 system as put together Disclaimer The above method worked
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for me. Obviously I am happy to modify items I own or have been given the right to modify. If using
the above method problems arise, feel free to ask for advice but remember its your aerial and
therefore down to you if anything goes wrong. Club site Iono Info It is a noncommercial organisation
and is not representative of BT plc or any of its other ventures or companies.

In this page you find schematic, users and instructions manuals, service manuals, technical
supplement, leaf leads and other good stuff. If you have some stuff that not is listed here you can
donate this by contact mods.dk. And when you click on the file or icon it will count as a download. If
you want to see manuals from other manufactories you can click on the manufactory menu in the left
side. You can also click here to see all the manufactories that mods.dk have manuals, schematics or
other files from. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Antenna works well on all bands except 12m. On 12m the SWR is consistently
21 across the band, except for a few kHz at the lower band edge rises from 1.71 at the band edge to
21 at 24.975, then 21 to the top of the band. Does anyone have a source of tuning instructions for
this antenna. The user manual contains only assembly instructions, with no conversation about
tuning for resonance.SWR and working are not well related.Click to expand. Better stated, I should
have said that the resonance point seems slightly out of band. How do I tune the antenna to move it
to resonance on 12mLook for corrosion common with used antennas. Adjust main radiator tubing
length 3 long aluminum tubes below traps and above base insulator shotening slightly to move the
low spot 12 meters.But its sure true those traps can have issues, especially if the antenna was ever
stored horizontally outdoors.Register for a free QRZ account. The antenna does not require
traditional ground radials, so no need for unsightly radials and is so light a normal scaffold pole
would be ideal to mount the antenna. POWER The manual states that this shortened half wave
radiator is suited for 1.8 kw pep power and that is remarkable for this type of 5 mtall antenna. The
vertical passed a test with a borrowed 1.5 kw amplifier with noill effect. There were no signs of
failure on the traps or matching unit.
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R5 on top of a 12 m mast. PRACTICAL TESTS The R5 is mounted on a 12 m mast. My 2 el. Yagi only
outperforms this antenna if the beam is pointed to the station. It provides useful DX performance.
On all bands beyond 1500 km the signal strength is about 1 S unit better than the W3DZZ. All
hardware is aluminium or stainless steel. The aluminium durability is good but not as good as
Fritzels tubing. It has withstood many heavy windstorms without a problem and currently is bent
over at about a degree angle. It is rugged and not too tall mounting without guy ropes. This antenna
is sensitive to metal objects in near field. Prevent installation over a metal roof or near out other
antennas because they will detune the R5 considerably. INSULATOR The fibreglass base insulator
fig a is a polyestercoated tube. Fig a A bare weather beaten insulator. Insulator covered and
protected with black spray. MATCHING UNIT L to R choke balun brown colour wire and 1 4.84 auto
transformer black and white colour wire. On several homepages the transformer is called a 1 4
balun. That is contrary to the print design. On the auto transformer are 5 black turns and 6 white
turns through the toroid. I replaced the two 86 pf caps in series with a single transmitting high
current 47 pf doorknob type. This happens if one use the antenna with an ATU and a lot of power on
more than the specified 5 bands! COIL Water got inside a trap due to cracked heath shrink tubing.
Cleaned and repaired coil adhesive is for preventing that water gets inside the trap. I have been
using my 2ndhand R5 for more than two years and then some problems arose. The SWR was varying
and increased on some bands. I took the antenna down and it turns out that water got inside a trap
because cracked heath shrink tubing and a split in the joint between the coil former forcefit into the
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aluminium tube.

http://esdara.com/images/Daewoo-R-48A08-Manual.pdf

Once clean, the split should be filled with epoxy glue 2part polyurethane adhesive, the coil buttered
with transparent contact adhesive and reassembled with heath shrink tubing. The process with the
transparent Leaking spots are the heath shrinks tubing over the bolt onto the connection of the coil
former with the tube. CAPACITOR The capacitors paralleling the sealed coils are coaxial types with
a rod, a tube and a dielectric tubing in between. One end is sealed with heath shrink tubing and the
other end is protected with a cap. One capacitor failed because of a burst cap and water get into the
coaxial system. This changed the dielectric constant of the capacitor, thus moving the resonant
frequency, and the SWR increased dramatically. Flashovers when running high power shorted the
wet capacitor out and evaporated a part of the insulating tubing. This was replaced with a short
piece of PTFE tubing and all of the components were dried, cleaned and reassembled with contact
cement and heath shrink tubing. All R5 parts of the 1989 model. Measuring the traps is only possible
by comparison with another R5. Make sure that you do not touch any part of the antenna and vary
the frequency of a griddipper meter until a strong dip is seen. Move the meter away while retuning
until a very shallow dip is seen. Take note of the trap frequency. Repeat this process with the
repaired R5.The tube was removed, the inside of the insulator applied with layers of 2 component
polyester resin until a minimum variation of fit of the tube. Then I sanded the insulator for a perfect
cylindrically curved shape and applied the last layer and placed the antenna back in the insulator. In
fact the insulator was restructured to its original diameter. I used a polyester repair set for
automobile and applied the 2 component polyester resin with a brush. Eventually fill holes with
fibreglass.
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The 2 component polyester resin can be used in combination with fibreglass mat and fibreglass thin
film to fill holes in surfaces of steel, aluminium, wood, concrete and polyester. Polyester resin is
elastic and resistant to chemicals and weather influences and is, after hardening only sand smooth
mechanically. Part II Loops and Verticals The loop does not have to be any particular shape. RF
power can Each installment will present a practical and It is a full size lightweight tribander yagi
made of fiberglass and wire. It is a full size lightweight tribander yagi made of fiberglass and wire.
The whole antenna weight is only kg lbs, making it ideally suited It is the only frequency group in
the MF band Upper cylinder Lower cylinder Ground Counter pose Phasing coil Impedance
transformer and tune circuit Tune coil Feed After all, a coax cable fed, half wavelength dipole is one
of the simplest antennas to Please Scroll Down. Please Scroll Down. Further Items are also available
for further list please phone or email Phone Ivan 073 528 4950 or 021 439 Antenna is designed
using latest computer To clear up one or two ambiguous points, I have added my own comments
Please polish with sandpaper Parts Inventory 1 Tayloe SWR Indicator kit 1 T506 core yellow, T942
red core not Model No KT34M2 All rights reserved. This is a good rainy day antenna project for
those of you who would like to home The usual way to eliminate It can be erected in almost any
configuration provided the wires are well separated One way is the frequency band of operation. The
antennas commonly used for LMR both The Small Space and Big Antenna Dilemma. Constraints The
Antenna Balun In this chapter we will look at a common component in some transmission systems
the balun. It is quite common to see a balun in wire antennas Models 3402 and 3403 are broadband
terminated vee beam wire antennas.



These broadband Anatomy of the Best Tour 2006 The result is a costly replacement project as
opposed to a simple repair. By John Portune Designed, built, and presented by Al Koblinski W7XA
One of the best and inexpensive multiband antennas is the offcentrefed OCF dipole. These are
wonderfully simple antennas Most customers are It is usually sold as a combination to provide a
simple, turn key tracking Harbour s LL, SB, and SS Coaxial Cables. Designs for Improved Shielding
Effectiveness We provide all the materials required in metal Product Description. Tests How do
these Dipoles Play EZNEC What about Terrain. HFTA and Terrain The effect on these A thin layer
attaches Presented to the Stamford Amateur Radio Association.Technical Information Reasonable
precautions to protect steel during both transport and storage can considerably Background and
Purpose When used with a high quality 2 ohm rated power Porous absorbent subfloors most wood
subfloors and some concrete Boots Heat Shrink Tubing Cleaner and Protection Sprays Terminal
Protectors 33 PAGES Darrin Walraven, K5DVW It sometimes seems that one of the most mysterious
creatures in the world of Amateur Radio All rights reserved worldwide. FLIR Commercial Systems,
Inc. 70 Castilian Drive Goleta, Valentin Todorow, December, 2009 The IEEE Standard Dictionary of
Electrical and Electronics Terms defines Advanced Circuits Inc 2004 As methods and processes
change it will be updated accordingly. It is intended only as an introduction to the production
Transformers T2 and T3 are the augmentation Cupping and Crowning Cupped Floor STEP 1.
Flooring absorbing excessive moisture on the underside causes expansion and cupping with the To
use this website, you must agree to our Privacy Policy, including cookie policy. Discover everything
Scribd has to offer, including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Report this Document
Download Now Save Save 1398024208 4782 a Cushcraft R5 Vertical Half Wave.

https://www.stallionreadymix.co.za/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162
892dfce6e1f---Canon-b-160-service-manual.pdf

For Later 0 ratings 0% found this document useful 0 votes 347 views 3 pages 1398024208 4782 a
Cushcraft R5 Vertical Half Wave Antenna Mid Life Repair On7WP Uploaded by waldo545
Description How to fix an antenna Full description Save Save 1398024208 4782 a Cushcraft R5
Vertical Half Wave. For Later 0% 0% found this document useful, Mark this document as useful 0%
0% found this document not useful, Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print Download
Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 3 Search inside document Browse Books Site Directory Site
Language English Change Language English Change Language. Review Summary For Cushcraft R5
Reviews 55 MSRP 539.99 Description HF Vertical Product is not in production More Info This
antenna is a total piece of junk. I cannot copy ANY DX signals at all. Sometimes I can hear the DX on
one of my dipoles but there is absolutely NO COPY on this vertical. Even U.S. stations cant hear me
very well on transmit. This is the worst experience I have ever had with an antenna. Again, total
piece of junk. Never copy stations and nobody can hear me. It handle a KW easily and it is light
enough to be installed by the operator. I had an hard time finding one of these antennas in good
shape. The production as ceased almost 20 years ago. The basic material is of good quality so
maintenance is easy. I only replaced the matching network enclosure since the original one was
deteriorated by UVs. I really like the slick look of it and the omnidirectional coverage. For casual
operating, its perfect. No need for a rotor or tuner for extra bandwidth. Just wish that I am going to
be able to maintain it fo a long time. Mounted on the roof of a low rise apartment block in Central
Mid Levels, base around 90 feet above ground. Take off was not ideal, with Hong Kong Peak rising
nearby to the south, and high rise blocks to the north. But it did well enough and I had no problems
working all over the world using a barefoot Icom 765 on all the HF bands.

All in all very satisfying as an antenna, and it was something to behold visually when viewed from
the street. The only sad thing was that while taking it back to UK a year or so later some of the small
mechanical bits ment missing. Still have most of the important bits sitting in my garage in GW, just
waiting for me to get the time to get it going again there, more than two sunspot cycles later. It was
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65 feet to the bottom of the mast mount, the top was over 80 foot off the ground. I used it only on
the WARC bands as I had a KLM 4 element tribander just under it. It performed outstandingly,
nearly as good as the beam, but no need to turn it. Id still have it up today had not been a direct
lightening strike blew it to bits. Clearly not lightening resistant. Hi hi BTW, the tribander was
untouched, zero damaged. All coax, all rotor cables, all other electrical devices on the tower were
smoked. All gear in the shack was smoked, except those that were not connected to the station
ground. With a remote antenna switch I was able to instantaneously switch between any antenna. I
was running over 1200 phone patches at the time for deployed US Navy in the Persian Gulf, the
Med, and the Red Sea. There was many a time when the band was about to close that the Cushcraft
R5 kept me going for another 1530 minutes after signals were almost lost on the other two antennas.
Bottom line, get them up high and they work! Both Erickson and the Kenwood are long gone, but the
R5 soldiers on. It wasnt without some problems over the years. The first base section was of an older
design that didnt have the vertical radiator firmly secured with screws all the way thru the fiberglas
insulating base. The bottom section of the 18 foot radiator and traps was simply epoxied into the
fiberglas. Not good. The antennas whipping around in the wind wore out the vertical radiators epoxy
actually making it loose and shifting within the fiberglas base tube.

Two years later 1996 the radiators LBracket to the Black Box sheared from the side loading my
shimming had created during more high winds. This fixed the antenna for 16 years, until fall 2012,
when the VSWR on all bands went very high. So, I left the antenna alone until Summer 2013. Then I
took it down once again for the 3rd time in 21 years, and diagnosed my problem in 20 seconds. The
braid between the Black Box and the counterpoise radial ring had worn down and sheared from
more than 2 decades in the wind and UV from the sun. I replaced it with 2 parallel braids of slightly
differing lengths, made of RG8X shield, figuring the redundancy would bolster the MTBF. The
antenna went back up and operated like new, hopefully ready for another 2 decades of trouble free
service. The R5 works great on all 5 bands from 20m up thru 10m, including 17 and 12m WARC. Its
no rotatable triband beam, but will work all the DX you can reasonably hear. I am pleased with the
service from it that I have already enjoyed and will continue to enjoy going forward. BTW, I snapped
one of the aluminum mast clamping loops when putting the R5 back up. I was able to drill thru my
antenna masts wall visible thru the hole already in the base for the tightening screw of the clamping
loop and replace the broken ring with a self threading lag bolt into the antenna mast.First of all I
would like to tell you about my experience with other verticals. I had a HyGain DX88 and Cushcraft
MA6V, I was very disappointed with both of them. After couple months thinking about what kind of
antenna I should install at my girlfriends home, I have decided to go with R5 for a test. In 2 weeks I
have worked with 100 Watts more than 120 DXCC entites. Report signals were very good, and some
of them asked me about what kind of antenna I was using due to a good signal. Usually I work CW
and SSB, and the best band in my opinion are 10 and 12 meters, with a very good results.

20 meteres was little noisy, but I use IPO of the radio to reduce the QRN. Some DX stations worked
J52HF, V44KAI, 5N7M, 5T0JL,PZ5RA, ZB2FK, E51M, DU1HBC, 6V7Z, ZL1BYZ, ZL6PW, P49V,
KH6MB, VK4HFO and lots of JA, Europeans and North America stations without any problem. I just
bought a Collins 30L1 linear amplifier just in case, but it was not necessary to use in case I need to
break a pileup. Very. Very. Extremelly HAPPY with this antenna. Planning to get a R8 now to be
installed at my cottage in front of the beach. 73 from Rick PY2EL \ VA3PWC It is up 8 feet on a pole
stuck into Arizona dry ground and among a bunch of misquite trees. I have worked all over the world
on this antenna. I use a tuner to tweak the antenna but it easily tunes flat on all five bands. It would
be fine without the tuner. It can be noisy but not annoyingly so. It has survived some pretty nasty
wind storms and the desert heat. Handles 500 watts no problem and is rated for 1500 I believe. I
recommend this antenna where space is a premium or stealth an issue. It is great fun for DX. Its
mounted atop a 40 foot tv tower and has withstood some very strong winds. Most of the time it will
outperform my G5RV, but some days in some directions the dipole performs a bit better. Overall, an



excellent antenna made with top quality components both of mine were made in New Hampshire.
When you subscribe, you receive only messages forOther useful informationThe site will be
something of which everyone involved can be proud to say they were a part. Contact the site with
comments or questions. It includes many of the features of the R8, R7 and R5 antennas. R6000
means excellent performance, easy installation and use, slim silhouette and high reliability. There
are no traps used on 6, 10 and 15 metres for maximum efficiency and power handling. The result is
lower loss and wider bandwidth. The R6000 covers all bands 6 through 15 metres at a VSWR under
21.

On 20 metres you can select the top 300 KHz or bottom 300 KHz of the band. Machined aluminum
clamps and UV stable insulators guarantee years of reliable service. The R6000 comes with the
standard Cushcraft warranty of one year from purchase plus the industrys leading technical support
team stands behind each Cushcraft antenna. If a club member moved it somewhere on the grounds
for storage, or took it mistakenly for parts or scrap, please contact any member of the Technical
Committee. Just a reminder, that any club property, regardless of it’s condition, has to be approved
by either the BOD or the club membership depending on it’s value before it can be removed from
club property. All Categories ANTENNAS NEW PRODUCTS ANTENNA ACC GUYING VHF YAGI
Product Search Cushcraft achieved a major breakthrough in the development of an HF multiband
vertical antenna that has been specifically designed for use with a tuner and amplifier. As a result,
the antenna more accurately addresses the needs of the contemporary ham shack. Multiband
vertical antennas have always been complicated designs with components as likely to be damaged by
high levels of mismatched transmit power as the rigs they are attached to. Before the use of tuners
became widespread, the antenna was protected by the same safety mechanisms that protected the
rig. Now, the automatic power reduction circuits of the past have actually become a second layer of
protective circuitry. With the press of a button, very high loads can be imposed on the antenna. The
result to the antenna can be catastrophic failure in some instances. Now radio amateurs can take
full advantage of the versatility that a tuner used in conjunction with a multiband HF vertical
antenna can give them. For high wind environments, add the R8GK, Guy kitthree point
nonconductive guy system.
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